
Race for Azores 
())URBAN - The race for the Azores Island is now 
on in earnest with most of the rtnet Dias ya~t 
race fleet reaching the first stopover at St Helena 
during the Easter weekend. 

Only five out of the 23-strong ocean racing fleet 
have not yet reached the island where there is a 
compulsory 36-hour stopover, before setting off for 
the second stopover,- the Azores, in the prestige 
6 000 nautical mile ocean classic from Cape Town 
to Lisbon, Portugal. 

However, the fleet has spread out enormously 
with 1179 miles separating the line honours 
leader, Bertie Reed on Grinaker and the tailender, 
Camdeboo. 

Up front there is still a titanic fight between 
Reed - one of the finest bluewater racing skip
pers in the world - and the SADF-crewed yacht 
SAA Voortrekker II both now fast approaching the 
dreaded Doldrums. Reed yesterday was said to be 
only seven miles ahead, which means that - if the 

, latest position re{lort is correct - SAA Voortrek-

Island hots up 
ker II skippered by Hanno Teuteberg has caught 
up substantially after being about seven hours be
hind at St Helena. Race officials are still trying to 
confirm this. 

At present both yachts are averaging in excess of 
seven knots - a tremendous speed in the moder
ate south Atlantic conditions. 

Still leading in the International Measuring Sys
tem (IMS) class - the main trophy in the race .:_ is 
Natfish Touchwood, skippered by Gerie Hegie, 
who is about 102 nautical miles on handicap in 
front of the Durban boat, Jaco Spirit of St Gerard, 
skippered by Jerry Harrison. 

This week is probably the most crucial for the 
leaders as it will be the battle of the Doldrums -
which is where most skippers believe the race will 
be won or lost. This dead windless zone just north 
of the equator will test seamanship to the utmost, 

' and skippers not reading weather patterns cor
rectly could be becalmed for up to a week, and 
consequently forfeit the race. - Sa pa · 
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